League of Liars
by Astrid Scholte
YF Scholte
An apprentice public defender in a
world where illegal users of magic
are brought to justice, Cayder
discovers the law is no longer black
and white when he meets the three
criminals he is supposed to defend.

The Dream Runners
by Shveta Thakrar
YF Thakrar
Spirited away to the subterranean
realm of Nagalok as children, Tanvi
and Venkat are charged with
harvesting human dreams for the
entertainment of the Naga
court—until Tanvi begins to
remember her mortal life.

The Bone Spindle
by Leslie Vedder
YF Vedder
When she pricks her finger on a bone
spindle, treasure hunter Fi is stuck
with the spirit of Briar Rose, a prince
under a sleeping curse, and must
team up with a tough-as-dirt girl to
free the prince and herself.

The Guinevere Deception
by Kiersten White
YF White
The Arthurian legend is reimagined
in this tale, casting Guinevere as a
secret changeling who would
protect the imperiled king of a
magical Camelot from a blackhaired woman on horseback.

Teen

Reclaim the Stars:
17 Tales Across
Realms & Space
by Zoraida Córdova
YSC Reclaim
Proving that stories are truly
universal, this collection features
contributions from several authors
about the Latin American diaspora
to places fantastical and out of
this world.

Fantasy

Graphic Novel
Codename: Sailor V
Eternal Edition
by Naoko Takeuchi
YGN Codename
Minako Aino meets a talking cat
named Artemis, who tells her
something unbelievable: she has the
power to transform into the elegant,
masked hero Sailor V.

Squire
by Nadia Shammas
YGN Shammas
Hiding her status as a girl from
conquered lands while training as a
squire on her quest to becoming a
knight, Aiza navigates friendships
and rivalries.

Hidden worlds, magical creatures,
and epic battles of good vs. evil

Coming Back
by Jessi Zabarsky
YGN Zabarsky
Preet and Valissa live peacefully
together in a magical village until
they are divided and get sent on
separate adventures. Can they find
their way back to each other?
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Fiction
Realm Breaker
by Victoria Aveyard
YF Aveyard
A strange darkness grows in Allward
and Corayne can feel it. She is the
last of an ancient lineage—and the
last hope to save the world from
destruction. She is joined by a band
of unlikely companions.
Together they stand against a
vicious opponent.

The Winter Duke
by Claire Eliza Bartlett
YF Bartlett
When all of her family succumbs to a
magical illness, Ekata Avenko
reluctantly assumes the throne and
seeks a cure while fending off
unwanted suitors and seeking
the culprit.

Cinderella Is Dead
by Kalynn Bayron
YF Bayron
In the town of Mersailles, every girl
lives in fear of the day she is chosen
by the King to attend the
ball. Sophia is a girl who is
determined to destroy the cruel
rules she's been forced to follow.

Wings of Ebony
by J. Elle
YF Elle
A teen from Houston has her world
upended when she learns about her
godly ancestry and must save both
the human and god worlds.

Blood Scion

The Kingdom of Back

by Deborah Falaye

by Marie Lu

YF Falaye
When drafted into the brutal Lucis
army, Sloan, a Scion—a descendant
of the gods with hidden
powers—decides to destroy the
army from within, but risks
becoming the monster she hates.

YF Lu
Forbidden by 18th-century
restrictions to pursue her dream of
becoming a composer, the musically
gifted older sister of Wolfgang
Mozart risks everything she cares
about by accepting an irresistible
offer from a mysterious stranger.

Together We Burn
by Isabel Ibañez
YF Ibanez
To protect her ancestral home and
inheritance from the greedy Dragon
Guild, 18-year-old Zarela Zalvidar
takes her fathers place as Dragador
and must convince a handsome
dragon hunter to help her save her
family and birthright.

Raybearer

Ballad & Dagger
by Daniel José Older
YF Older
While performing for a music legend
on the night of the Grand Fete, piano
prodigy Mateo witnesses a brutal
murder that awakens a power within
him, linking him to the killer and
possibly unlocking the dark mystery
behind his lost homeland.

by Jordan Ifueko

An Arrow to the Moon

YF Ifueko
Raised in isolation by a mysterious
mother, Tarisai is dispatched to
become a member of the Crown
Prince's trusted council, whose
members forge deep bonds with
each other, before her mother
directs her to commit
an assassination.

by Emily X. R. Pan
YF Pan
Navigating their families enmity and
secrets, Hunter and Luna find
everything falling apart around
them and must rely on their love to
see them through in this powerful
story about the magic and mystery
of the moon that connects us all.

Six Crimson Cranes

Ashlords

by Elizabeth Lim

by Scott Reintgen

YF Lim
After unleashing forbidden magic,
being banished, and unable to speak
or her brothers will die, Shiorianma
must find a way to save them with
the help of a paper bird, a mercurial
dragon, and the very boy she fought
so hard not to marry.

YF Reintgen
Follows alchemists Imelda, Adrian,
and Pippa as they reach for their
dreams of glory riding phoenix
horses at The Races, the modern
spectacle that has replaced warfare
within their empire.

